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Il rating si riferisce, evidentemente, alla presentazione sul kindle ( per il contenuto quante stelle si
dovrebbero dare...venti, trenta?).La versione che ho scaricato non ha indice attivo, e`pero`facile
trovare il canto o il soggetto desiderato (Caronte, Francesca ecc.) colla funzione SEARCH. Molte
terzine sono spezzate, i versi si possono pero`facilmente ricostruire sia sulla rima che sul ritmo del
verso stesso.Non posso giudicare sulla qualita` del testo, dal punto di vista filologico. Per me, lettore
ingenuo, e`comunque perfettamente leggibile. Da consigliare, anche se non perfetto.

This a great CD, with all of Dante's Divine Comedy, read very expressively by the actor Claudio
Carini. All files are in mp3 format. Its a great way to become familiar with this work in the original
italian. A free copy of the text can be downloaded from various sites on the internet. I bought the CD
in Italy. Greatly recommended.

A good bargain for a simple, no frills edition of the Italian text. It's possible to navigate to individual
canti, but there are no line numbers. Also, line-wraps are a bit awkward when font size is set on
anything larger than the smallest.

[[ASIN:8889352094 La Divina Commedia di Dante Alighieri (Dante Alighieri's Divine Comedy

Unabridged Audiobook Read in Italian)]This is a remarkably lovely recording, all on one CD. Claudio
Carini's mellifluous and poetic voice carries the listener through the whole fascinating story in the
most beautiful way (I found myself unwilling to be interrupted). You do not have to be fluent in Italian
to benefit. Someone with very patchy Italian, but with a wish to know Dante in the original, I listen
using a parallel text. There will no doubt be excellent versions in America, but if you are in England,
I recommend the text and commentaries by John D Sinclair as the translations are so good. Even a
very little patience soon has the listener understanding more and more of the original. And what you
do not understand is still music.

There are some minor typos and 4-5 displacements of indentation, otherwise it's a fine edition of the
original Italian language poem by the great Italian poet. I surely recommend it to anyone who reads
and understands the old Italian language of Dante.

This book is not the original complete divine comedy in the Italian language. It is an illustrated
condensed children's version of the divine comedy in the Italian language.

The reproduction is an absolute disappointment. A few pages of poor reproduction for close to $30
including mailing cost! This gave me a good lesson to take care when you make a deal with this
kind of unpleasant people!

This edition of the Italian text includes detailed commentary by the editors, along with charts and
diagrams, glossary, and other helpful materials. Bound into the center are a number of color plates
of early copies of the masterpiece. An excellent resource!
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